The residents of the West Oakland Wood Street Community are demanding an end to harassment at the hands of the City of Oakland. Residents are being displaced onto the street with nowhere to go. For years, homeless people have been forced to live on Wood Street. The Oakland Police Department has had an unofficial policy of directing vehicularly housed people to Wood St. Now, as the lots are set to be developed, people are being kicked out of the last place they could park or build shelters. The City of Oakland has not provided alternative places to be and the planned "safe parking lot" is months from completion.

The residents demand that they be allowed to remain on the lot until suitable housing alternatives are found for all residents.

Some have lived on Wood St for years and the planned Safe parking lot will only be a temporary program. People have been able to reside here because the lot had been abandoned for years. Its current owners plan to eventually develop the land at a profit, and leave the Wood St community with nothing and nowhere to go.

Many news reports center on the dirty conditions of the neighborhood, however, the city of Oakland has refused to provide adequate resources or services to meet the basic needs of all residents. This has left the community to fall into unsanitary conditions. The residents call upon the city to provide basic services to the Wood St community.

These services are to include:
- An increase in the number of portable toilets
- Improved trash service that includes a dumpster
- Electricity
- Access to clean water
- Increased Shower/Laundry services

Additionally We the Wood St Community, Demand a meeting with the City of Oakland to submit these demands.

Signed,